
Participant’s number: ………... 

OAJ, 22. ročník, obvodné kolo 2011/2012, kategória 1A 
 

G R A M M A R 
Complete the conversation by putting the verbs in brackets into the correct tenses. 
Write your answers in the spaces provided. 

A:  Did you have a good day yesterday? 

B: It was terrible. To begin with, I 1. …...............................................(not/hear) the alarm go 
off in the morning. 

A:  Oh dear! What next? 

B: I 2. …...............................................(have) a shower when the phone  

3. …...............................................(ring) . 

A:  And then? 

B: It 4. …...............................................(stop) as soon as I 5. 
…...............................................(run) out of the bathroom. 

A:  Did anything else happen? 

B: And in the evening the television 6. …...............................................(break) while I  

7. …...............................................(watch) a very interesting programme. But that's not 
all. 

A:  Really? 

B: The lights 8. …...............................................(go out), while I  

9. …...............................................(try) to repair the TV. 

A:  Did you sleep well? 

B: No! I 10. …...............................................(not/can sleep) all night! 

                                                                                                                                  …........./10 
points 

Fill in each gap with the correct preposition. 

11. Let's wait  …..................... John, shall we? 

12. What do you think  …..................... my new dress? 

13. Hello, can I speak …..................... Jane, please? 

14. “Have you heard …..................... your sister recently?” “Yes, she called last night.” 

15. I’m so glad it's beginning to clear …..................... . I just hate rain! 

…........../5 points  

Total …............/15 points 



Participant’s number: ………... 

OAJ, 22. ročník, obvodné kolo 2011/2012, kategória 1A 
 

V O C A B U L A R Y 
Fill in each gap with the correct form of one of the verbs in the box below.  

SAY          TELL          TALK           SPEAK 
 

1. He never …..................... lies. He’s incredibly honest. 

2. Could you …................... me the time? I have a train to catch. 

3. What are you two  …............................ about? 

4. Could you …................... that again, please? I didn’t catch it. 

5. Did he …...................... ‘thank you’? 

6. I …..................... them to leave because they were too loud. 

7. How many languages does she ….........................? 

8. What did you …................ him? 

9. Could you …................... up? I can't hear you. 

10. Stop …..........................., will you? I can’t hear the TV! 

 

                                                                                                        Total ….............../10 points 

                                      (0.5 point for the correct word and 0.5 point for the correct form) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 



Participant’s number: ………... 

OAJ, 22. ročník, obvodné kolo 2011/2012, kategória 1A 

R E A D I N G   C O M P R E H E N S I O N 

Read the article carefully. There are two (2) tasks to do below the article. 

PUNKIES 

      A punkie is a mangold or turnip which has been hollowed out. Faces or designs are carved 
on the outside and a lighted candle is placed inside. In the darkness, there appears a startling, 
lit-up face. The effect can be quite frightening. 

         An old legend tells how the men of a village in Somerset lost their way home from a 
fair. The night was foggy and they wandered into a field of turnips. One produced a candle, 
hollowed out a turnip with his knife, and thus cleverly invented a lantern. 

         Meanwhile, the women went out hunting for the men, wearing scarlet cloaks. In many 
places it soon became a custom to have an annual event in which prizes were awarded for the 
best punkie. The tradition continues today and, sometimes, children decorate their punkies 
with colourful designs and go round in a procession chanting 

“It`s punkie night to-night, 
It`s punkie night to-night. 
Give us a candle, give us a light, 
It`s punkie night to-night”. 

 
Based on the information in the text, decide if the statements below are true (T), false 
(F) or does not say (DS). Circle your answers.   

1. T / F / DS    A ‘custom’ means to wear costumes.    

2. T / F / DS   The people described in the text were superstitious.         

3. T / F / DS    Mangolds or turnips are very similar to pumpkins.     

Find the words or expressions in the story that are similar in meaning to the words 
below.  

      4.    patterns ….............................................. 

      5.    to take out the inside of something (2 words)….............................................. 

      6.    scary ….............................................. 

      7.    a group of people all walking in the same direction ….................................................  

      8.    brought out….......................................  

      9.    once a year …........................................  

      10.  a folk tale …............................................. 

                                                                                                      Total …................ /10 points 



Participant’s number: ………... 

OAJ, 22. ročník, obvodné kolo 2011/2012, kategória 1A 
 
 

L I S T E N I N G  C O M P R E H E N S I O N  

 

You will hear Jake talking about his day. Listen carefully and put the events below (A, 
B, C, D and E) into the correct order.  Number which one comes 1st, 2nd and so on. Also 
give the time each thing happens. Use a.m. and p.m. to show if the event happened in 
the morning or evening. The first one has been done for you. 

You will hear Jake twice only.  

 

        Number         Time 

A)      1         10:30 a.m.     Jake is on a tour bus going to Cardiff. 

B)     …...........     …...................     They test the guitars and check the sound. 

C)     …...........     …...................     The band do their show.  

D)    …...........     …...................     The crew carry the equipment from the bus to the stage.  

E)     …...........     …...................     They get to the stadium. 

F)     …...........     …...................     Jake goes to bed. 

 

Total ….......... / 5 points (0.5 point for each correct number and 0.5 point for correct 
each time) 
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